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Shelby allows you to step into your new favorite kind 
of privacy.  The comfortable fully upholstered seat and 
back give you the support you need, paired with the 
option for nearly 360 degrees of privacy with frosted 
acrylic dividers allowing light to pass through for the 
focus you desire.

Your new favorite
kind of privacy.

After all, there’s no need to with the rotating laminate 
work surface and power options keeping your devices 
supported and charged for as long as you need.

The only problem you’ll have is not wanting 
to leave.
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COLLABORATE 
IN THE OPEN

Privacy isn’t always desired, and Shelby has an 

answer for that.  Lower the surround to armrest height 

with no dividers, and settle in to the new style of 

collaboration with a little more comfort and some extra 

space between you.  You’ll never want to meet in the 

conference room again.
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READY FOR 
TOUCHDOWN

The way we use spaces continues to change in both education 

and commercial environments.  Whether you’re stopping in for 

a few hours to finish up that presentation, or just a few minutes 

to get caught up on emails, Shelby adapts to the varying needs 

of an every day space by providing the tools and support you 

need in a temporary touchdown workstation.  
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CONVENIENT 
STAY HAVEN

Sometimes you just need to get away – whether to focus, 

take a break, or simply get a change of scenery.  Shelby 

allows you to get away, without actually getting away, by 

providing everything you need in a small and manageable 

footprint.
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Right Side Facing Left Side Facing Half Return Full Return

Low Surround High Surround

LOUNGE RETURNS

SURROUND HEIGHTS CARRELS

DIVIDERS POWER OPTIONS

Acrylic Divider PET Felt Divider

Rectangle Top Scalloped Top

Power Light/Power Combo  (carrels only)
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